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About This Game

For adventurer Helen Stone, the biggest adventure is yet to follow!
Help Helen escape the burning village; guide her through the dark and dangerous forests and help the people of Amazonia.

The evil behind the curtain is far bigger and dangerous than anyone could have ever imagined. It's up to Helen to restore the
balance in this hidden and unexplored world. Will you survive the impossible!?

Features:

Find your way out of the dark forest of Amazonia

Search through dozens of hidden and sacred places

Help people of Amazonia stop the darkness

Solve dozens of exciting minigames

Numerous animated, colorful locations to explore
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A better re-arrangement on story and puzzle would make it better....... Fun adventure game, with new puzzles and 21 hidden
skulls to find during your adventure. Three modes of adventure.
Good story line, a couple of achievements to get, but not overwhelming.
I recommend this game.. This would have been a reasonable, semi casual game, but the storyline and dialogue was ridiculous.
Maybe if I was 11 or 12 I might have enjoyed it, with its silly 'Chosen One' stuff, but as an adult, I found it really mundane.

The puzzles are ok, though some are a bit repetitive. The navigation was probably the trickiest part, particularly in the latter half
as backtracking all the time is necessary.

I can't recommend such a silly game and story. Sorry. However, I enjoyed 'Hotel' from this comapany and I have purchased
'Where Angels Cry', which promises to have a better storyline, so I think it's just this particular title which is a bit of a dud.. So
so. Too easy, however I stuck once so here is advice: read your journal. As for game overall. It has same instruments as many
others quests/adventures. Inventory, multiple items combination, go-there-take-that. It has built-in achievements system under-
par storytelling for kids, smooth graphics and animation as well as some cut scenes. For me It lands at 5/10.. Truly, the only
person who can save the world is a random person assigned busy work of increassing absurdity that eventually leads to them
having two random gems they rub together in a random room in some other dimension, which of course causes evil to finally be
defeated.

Because chosen one.. A very easy, but nevertheless charming adventure whose difficulty is aimed more at children than adults..
I got this game in a hidden object bundle. As many people before, I tell you now: IT IS NO HOG!!!! It is more like a point and
click, but, unfortunately, not one of the good ones. The opinions in the case of this game were seperated when I read them. I, for
myself, pretty much like point and click, so I thought, the other user just overreacted. Sorry to tell you, they didn't. It is the first
time, I was thinking of quitting a game.

To the game:
It is the usual story. You are the only one, who can rescue the world. Unfortunately, no one tells you why or why you are in the
rainforest... The story itself coul've been a good idea but the making of is not good, really not good... It is as if someone tells you
a race begins and the next information is the winner. It is too fast. Therefore the gameplay is pretty slow. You just go back and
back and and back. Not always with sence in it. Honestly, I'm not sure, if all the minigames were good because I didn't
understand every game. The introducion was in most cases a riddle itself. Sometimes it didn't even work if you play with a
notebook. So, all in one, I can't recommend this game.. Average point&click adventure game.
I can't describe why but, simply I didn't enjoy it.
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Graphics are so-so, story is so-so, puzzles are so-so and voice acting is terrible.
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Average point&click adventure game.
I can't describe why but, simply I didn't enjoy it.
Graphics are so-so, story is so-so, puzzles are so-so and voice acting is terrible.. A pleasant little point-and-click adventure with
many mini-game puzzles. Note that it is not a hidden-object game (no hidden-object scenes).

Nothing about it is amazing: the story is OK, the voice acting is OK, and the music is OK. Slightly annoying is that the graphics
are all at a very low resolution, but they still do the job.

Not that there are in-game achievements but they are not linked to Steam.. Not worth of playing:

- no hidden objects
- puzzles are extremaly easy, you don't even think how to resolve it
- history is not intresting
- very short 2,5 hours of gameplay

There is one innovative element and these are the arcade mini-games. I rarely put thumbs down for a game but...
Even if it's not that bad, i can't really recommend this game :-(
For an adventure game released in 2014 it's not really good.
Everything is average: the graphics, the game mechanics, the story.
Maybe some hidden objects scenes would have added something, i don't know.
You don't feel involved in the story that mixes too many things together, so you finally end moving on the map going to the next
shown point to do some action.
4/10 for me & thumbs down :-(. a really interesting enjoyable old school HOG.

pros.
widescreen
good voice acting
ok story
sucks you in

cons.
short (1 hour 53 minutes)
almost no animations
no cut scenes

i only recommend this game on sale or from a bundle and only for those who want to play every HOG on steam like my self.

i give it 5/10 due its shortness. Actually, my thumbs up should be taken as only slightly leaning towards the positive over the
negative \u2014 say, 55-45. The game is a reasonably decent, old-school point-and-click puzzle adventure, but most players
aren't likely to find the puzzles much of a challenge, to put it mildly. I tend to be easily flummoxed by puzzles and these were
cake. Gameplay is very basic and it's all super linear. (Though to be honest, I didn't play the game on the highest difficulty
setting, so they could be much more challenging there.)

Mostly I think the game is going to be slammed with charges of racism, which won't be entirely unwarranted (however much the
developers might not have intended it). You play a white blonde woman whose destiny is to save the world. All the black NPCs
are portrayed as feather-and-loincloth wearing savages \u2014\u00a0even the ones who live in a city on a floating airborne
island with magical technology (that for some reason only White Girl can use).

So it's an okay puzzle-fest with fairly nice graphics, but one that's likely to be slagged off for reasons having little to do with its
gameplay. Worth 7 bucks, I suppose, but not any more.. Once I started this game I was like, oh dear, not one of those again. It
has a bit odd navigation but once used to that it plays actually very good. The puzzles are nice and you dont have to walk too
much (if you use the map feature that is).
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It's nicely drawn, not too good but certainly not bad. The plot is kinda ok but I disliked the voice acting a little, they all sounded
a bit on... well ehm.. drugs to me. Still this game has a decent amount of scenes and puzzles and I would recommend this game
as such.... Not worth of playing:

- no hidden objects
- puzzles are extremaly easy, you don't even think how to resolve it
- history is not intresting
- very short 2,5 hours of gameplay

There is one innovative element and these are the arcade mini-games. So so. Too easy, however I stuck once so here is advice:
read your journal. As for game overall. It has same instruments as many others quests\/adventures. Inventory, multiple items
combination, go-there-take-that. It has built-in achievements system under-par storytelling for kids, smooth graphics and
animation as well as some cut scenes. For me It lands at 5\/10.
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